
THE SKELETON KEY OF 
OLTRAKÜHL

ear ye, hear ye! Welcome to the

second game of our Dark Omens

Warhammer campaign. We let loose 

Jonas and Dr. The Viking once again, to 

continue the narrative of the conflict betwixt 

the Dwarfs and the Undead, embodied by the 

Dwarf Lord Wavrich Vidas and the Vampire

Lord Erlic von Bachmann. 

H

Between Praag and Kislev, just south of

the city of Deghov, the small village of

Ravninnoselo (Plattdorf) lies close to the

Black Bear river. Here, the insidious

vampire lord Erlic von Bachmann, has

recently taken hold in the deserted castle

known as Zamokrov to the locals and to

the historians of the Empire it is called

Castle Blut (High Imperial).

In his new residence, von Bachmann is

plotting and scheming to fulfill his

heart’s darkest desire: locating and

obtaining a legendary piece of the dark

moon, Morrslieb, that is rumoured to

have once crashed in the mountains to

the east. Morrslieb is composed of raw

magick, in physical form and such is the

power of the fragments, that in the right -

or wrong - hands a wizard can be

unstoppable with it.

Erlic hopes to obtain the moonstone, or

warpstone as it is also known, and use it

to master an impressive army of the

living dead. Once assembled Erlic

expects other creatures of the night to

join the army, and once a formidable

warhost has been assembled he wishes to

reclaim his ancestral castle from the

dreaded von Carsteins, who have long

ago usurped it.

DR. THE VIKING: Last we saw Erlic von

Bachmann, he crossed the Black Bear river after

having defeated a hastily assembled Dwarf army at

The Battle of Plattdorf. The battle was fierce and

brief and now the undead have arrived at the

ancient plague graveyard outside Plattdorf. The

graveyard is vast – larger than the city by many

lengths. Here lies the remains of a once great, now

forgotten, metropol that used to exist in the

foothills of the Mountains. Among the graves is

that of Boris Oltrakühl, a great astronomer who

was alive when a piece of Morrslieb fell to the

world. Erlic has located the grave of Oltrakühl and

found the ‘Skeleton Key’ inside - a star map which

when used on the right night will show the exact

coordinates of the peak in which the warpstone

crater is located. Erlic has raised both Oltrakühl

and his Tomb guardians and must now make his

way from the graveyard to a desolate observatory

in the mountains. But Wavrich Vidas, the Dwarf

general, is determined to make it an impossible

task for Erlic and awaits him with his Dwarf host.
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THE CAMPAIGN
This game is the second instalment in a campaign.

The way this campaign is conducted is fairly

straightforward. We set a points limit that increases

by 500 pts for each game (e.g.. 1000 pts for the

first, 1500 pts for this), and use the outcome of the

game to decide how the story progresses. This

allows us to have a fun narrative to our battles, as

well as ensuring that we increase our forces from

game to game. Since the Undead won the first

game, this game will start just after they locate the

skeleton key. The Undead must now fight their

way out of the graveyard towards the abandoned

observatory of Oltrakühl. Had the Dwarfs won the

first game, the Undead would be trying to get into

the graveyard in the first place.

We decided that the outcome of this game would

decided whether Erlic von Bachmann had got

things right or wrong:

The Dwarfs win: it turns out that the notes of

Alhamrahad were wrong about Oltrakühl’s grave,

and instead of detailing the location of the

warpstone, the Skeleton Key describes a recipe for

fried Starfish. In frustration Erlic von Bachmann

will retreat to his castle. The Dwarfs will assemble

a massive army and lay siege to the castle in the

next battle.

The Undead win: Erlic has indeed come in

possession of the Skeleton Key, the star map of the

great astonomer Oltrakühl, that details the location

of the fabled legendary piece of warpstone. He

must now make haste and go to what he thinks is a

desolate Observatory in the mountains. In the

hundreds of years since Oltrakühl lived, the

observatory has been discovered by the Dwarfs of

the area and turned into a place of Dwarf ingenuity

and tinkerism. A strong force of Dwarves stand

ready to defend the place, using the most reliable

and ingenious Dwarf technology.

THE TERRAIN AND SETTING UP
The battle takes place just outside the cemetery

gates. There are a few patches of trees but as the

mountains are close by there are not too many. A

few derelict old statues of forgotten meaning, and

rocky outcrops are all that fill the landscape. To set

up we first placed the terrain so it looked suitable

and then rolled off to determine who would be

allowed to pick a deployment area first. We then

drew a map of the area and, in secret, determined

how to deploy by drawing it on our maps. We then

revealed our deployment to each other and placed

the units on the table.
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JONAS: Continuing where we left off with the

1000pts battle I chose to build onto the existing

forces for this 1500pts game. I felt the Dwarf

Warriors with spears really did a great job last time

and I brought along a unit of 21 models, this time

with full command, it kind of felt like an obvious

choice. I also brought along the Ironbreakers

again, 10 strong and also with full command. Last

time, the Ironbreakers did not do that well, but it

was mainly because they got a direct hit from a

Screaming Skull Catapult. This time I put my

Dwarf Lord and Battle Standard into the

Ironbreakers unit and I was pretty sure this would

make this unit unbeatable and just to be sure my

Lord was equipped with Gromril Armour and an

Axe bearing the Master Rune of Death. My Battle

Standard was imbued with the Rune of Valaya,

giving me a free Dispel against all enemy magic

and as such I felt I was also safe from all that

Undead hocus pocus. So from here I was really

well covered for hand to hand combat, I felt the

two powerful units could hold off most foes and

also support each other as needed. With my last

few points I wanted some shooting to be added and

as the studio team had just finished painting up a

mighty Cannon I was bound to include that one. It

should be able to take out both units or multi

wound models if I can guess the range. In the end I

was also able to include 10 Crossbow Dwarfs,

even with all the added Runes and the Cannon, but

still this only brought my army to 4 more Dwarfs

than last time. Hopefully they would fare better

this time.

WAVRICH VIDAS’ DWARVEN WARHOST
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DR: THE VIKING: Muahaha… the dead do not

rest easy! I have the map now! Infinite power! To

fit the story I took my force from game 1 and

simply added a few extra things. First and foremost

I added a Doomrider Banner to my horsemen. I felt

this really lacked in the first game, so I am hoping

it will be all the rage in this one. And then to fit the

story I added a unit of 5 mummies, which I

suppose were guarding the grave of Oltrakühl. We

know from the background that Alhamrahad knew

about Oltrakühl, so him having a few arabic style

afterlife bodyguards doesn’t seem too far fetched.

Also, the ‘studio’ has also just painted a unit of

mummies so who am to not try and shoehorn them

into the game. Next, I thought that a few ghouls

would be in order as a flanking unit. They could be

assumed to have been loitering around the

graveyard anyway. The last addition was a pair of

chariots. I suppose these just rode out from Castle

Blut to join their master at great haste. Add a few

skeletons in there, raised from the plague

graveyard, alongside a wraith as champion and we

are done. I am quite happy about the army so far

and I am very eager to try it out with the

new additions. The mummies seem like a dead

hard unit, and hopefully Erlic will be able to get

them going with plenty of van Hels as they’re

rather slow. I can’t rely on the luck I had with the

screaming skull catapult in the first game, so I am

hoping the chariots and the horsemen can really

outmaneuver the pesky little blighters and

hopefully crush the Ironbreakers, which I assume

are sure to be making return, probably bolstered

with more items and in greater numbers. The

Dwarf’s high leadership and innate anti-magic

(plus runes!) have troubled me in the past, but let’s

see how we fare. My plan is really simple. I am

going to deploy in a “refused flank” kind of way.

So all the units will go to one flank. Depending on

the terrain of course. Then I will build up my

assault around the skeleton unit, that I hope to

bolster to at least 35-40 strong with summoning

before closing in. The mummies and chariots will

flank the unit and I hope again, to tuck away my

horsemen behind some terrain and have them

charge through it in the most impractical manner

into the Dwarfs. That is it more or less - game set

and match!

ERLICH VON BACHMANN’S UNDEAD HORDE
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With a smug grin Erlic von

Bachmann looked out from the

gates of the cemetery. ‘I thought

as much - the stubborn bastards

have come back for more. Let’s

make it quick and be done with

it.’ The skeletons started

shambling away and the ghost

riders poured forwards on their

magical steeds. The chariots

pushed forwards, and even the

newly joined ghouls understood

where things were going.

UNDEAD TURN 1
DR. THE VIKING: After rolling off thrice! we

finally arrived at the conclusion that the Undead

would start. I’d won the roll for choosing side too,

and had gone for the side with the most hills.

Mainly to take them from Jonas, rather than to

exploit them myself. I didn’t quite stick to my plan

of a refused flank. I had some difficulties gauging

whether the riders could stay behind the rocks and

woods on my right flank… and in the end I ended

up putting them dead centre. This was a glaring

mistake, as my main thought had been to keep

them out of the cannon’s reach. But here we are!

I basically advanced everything. My skull catapult

seemed to be still adjusting the aims, as its shot

went wide off the mark that I had on the cannon.

I added 6! extra skeletons with the Summon

Skeletons spell. Way more than I’d hoped.

DWARF TURN 1
JONAS: Hi ho, Erlic thought he could just go

around digging up graveyards here and there as he

pleased, but to his dismay I had set up a trap for

him. Amassed near the plague graveyard Wavrich

set up his remaining loyal Dwarfs from last

skirmish and the newly gathered warriors.

Seeing the Undead skuttle out from the Graveyard

the Ironbreakers and Dwarf Clansmen marched

fearlessly forward. Both units were set up fairly

close to each other. This was done so the Dwarf

Clansmen could shield off any Undead unit trying

Jonas had brought an especially

spiteful banner - imbued with the

Rune of Valaya. This basically

meant that all my magic was going

to be dispelled on 4+, whether

Jonas had dispell cards or not! Oh

the horror! As luck would have it I

did manage to cast three spells with

my 4 power cards in this magic

phase. All the Dwarf dispell

attempts were unsuccessful. This

way I managed to move the

horribly slow mummies a bit, and

even got my skeleton regiment very

close!
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to flank on my left and the Ironbreakers went

down the middle of the table, this unit was meant

as hard hitting shock troops, they would be able to

hold up against almost anything as long as they

would not get surrounded. At the same time my

right flank was heavily covered by shooting troops

with the Cannon on top of the hill and the

Crossbows in front of it. They should be able to

hold the right flank and prevent anything from

surprising the Ironbreakers from that side and if

really needed the Ironbreakers could sway right

and punch out anything reaching the shooting line.

But concluding the 1st turn the Cannon was aiming

wastly too high and the cannon ball flew right over

the head of the Skull Catapult, the Crossbows did

manage to re-kill one of the Skeleton Horsemen

though, which gave me this games 1st kill!

UNDEAD TURN 2
DR. THE VIKING: Phew. Now I

got the charges in, but I did not

anticipate losing so easily to the

Ironbreakers. Of course it didn’t help

that they easily made their leadership

tests. The horsemen charge caused 1

dead dwarf, but the Dwarf general

took out two riders in return. The

combat resolution amounted to 7:2 in

favour of the Dwarves, as they had

both a standard and a battle standard.

Combat crumble took care of the

rest. If only a single rider had

survived to the magic phase, well

then - nothing! Because on top of the
Valaya banner, Jonas pulled out the Drain Magic

card and ended all the fun before it even began.

Erlic von Bachmann’s retinue was a more

interesting story: The two regiments had connected

through only 1 model. Again, the Dwarves had

managed not to succumb to fear and braved the

leadership test. The vampire from the Undead and a

rank and file Dwarf from the Dwarves. The vampire

swiftly killed 2 Dwarfs and then because the

Dwarves had spears 3 of them could still strike

back, killing one skeleton. With ranks and standard

the combat resolution was 6:5 in favour of the

Undead. The Fear causing Undead meant that the

Dwarves ran off. They rolled pretty well - 10”,

becoming 9” because of being stunty… but the

Undead rolled 11” and then the Dwarves were gone!

Poof! Once again the skull catapult couldn’t hit

anything and probably would have missed a giant if

The 292 points Doomriders makes a daring charge just to become a pile of bones at the

hands of the Ironbreakers
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there had been one. All in all a pretty OK turn for

the Undead, even though the horribly expensive

Ghostriders were ghostbusted.

DWARF TURN 2
JONAS: Oh no, what a disaster. With the Dwarf

Clansmen unit totally gone my entire left flank was

unprotected. The Ironbreakers and Wavrich did kill

off all the Skeleton Horsemen, but now they would

have to hold off almost the entire Undead army by

themselves.

I decided to turn the Dwarf Lord and Ironbreaker

retinue to face left and thus being able to stand

ready for any incoming unit. I missed any chance

to get into combat this turn, but I felt I had to at

least try and have a front against the enemy. The

Cannon also turned and took a lucky shot into the

ranks of the Skeletons, killing off 5 of the bone

brigade, but not nearly enough to remove them

from play. Having the Crossbows left to defend my

right flank I tried shooting the Screaming Skull

Catapult and with five of the Dwarfs in range they

managed to kill one crew member.

UNDEAD TURN 3
DR. THE VIKING: First things first -

I managed to reform the skeleton

regiment. That was probably a bit of a

game changer, as a rear charge by the

Iron Breaker regiment could really have

made a mess of things. Without any

magic at all (Jonas got Drain Magic

again, after reshuffling the deck…) the mummies

were simply not going to be relevant in this game. I

started focusing on landing a charge with the

chariots. I placed them so that either

A) if the Ironbreakers charged, the

chariots could hit them in the flank

or B) if the Ironbreakers didn’t

charge the chariots could charge the

Dwarfs, and a little magic could

then send the skeleton regiment

charging into the side of them later.

I had forgotten to march the ghouls
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in the earlier turns - playing Undead

will do that to you. It was the one

unit that could! The skull catapult

finally struck home this turn and

managed to kill 3 crossbowmen,

who of course made their leadership

test.

DWARF TURN 3
JONAS: At this point everything

was looking a bit bleak, but I had

not nearly lost hope yet. Now was

my chance to get in close with the

Vampire and kill off the head of the

Undead Army…

The Ironbreakers charged right into

the block of Skeletons, this seemed

like a desperate move, but there was

some sense behind (or so I

imagined). The leadership of the

Dwarves is formidable and again I

was able to ignore all the goading

and the supposedly ‘frightening’

insults of the skeletons. If I was able

to shoot the Chariots with my

Cannon and maybe kill Erlic I

would win the battle. The Cannon

fired and the shot looked good. But

the bounce came up as a misfire.

Luckily I had the Rune of Forging

on the Cannon, so I could reroll the

bounce to a 10” sending the cannon
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into the

chariots. One

of the Chariots

was broken

(taking 2

wounds), but

more

importantly

both crewmen

died, sending

the chariot

spinning in a

random

direction,

giving me a bit

of hope. Then

the Crossbows

shot away

three of the

nasty Ghouls

and the rest turned and fled failing their miserable

leadership 5 roll. So far so good. Wavrich made a

challenge against Erlic and he gladly accepted it,

this could be it! The foul vampire tried his cheap

tricks by transfixing Wavrich, but again the Dwarf

leadership was not to be fooled around with.

Eventually, the Vampire Lord and the Dwarf Lord

proved to both to be too hard for each other,

evading blows, drawing on magic armour to hold

off hits and no wounds were dealt to any of them.

Wavrich had 1 hit, but the toughness 6 of the

Vampire made him need to roll 6 to wound. No

luck. Conversely the Gromril rune forced the

Vampire to roll 6’s to wound the Dwarf, which

proved just as hard, even if the Vampire had 3 hits.

The rest of the battling Ironbreakers and Skeletons

ended up in a draw too. But all in all, hope was not

dead yet...

UNDEAD TURN 4
DR. THE VIKING: The chariot struck home

making a whopping 8 hits, 6 wounds! Totalling 3

dead. The challenge continued, as the Dwarf

general once again made his leadership test to

avoid transfixation. (Note to self: any plan that

starts with Dwarves failing a leadership test, is a

bad plan). The duel itself was again a bit of a

pillow fight. But the kind of pillow fight where, if

While Erlic von Bachmann and Wavrich Vidas are fighting a duel to death the last of

The Chariots of Fire crashes the party!

anyone was to actually strike the

other they’d be done for

outright. The vampire hit once,

but couldn’t penetrate the

Gromril armour. The Wavrich

on the other hand could not deal

any wounds to the toughness 6

Vampire even if he scored 3

hits. Finally I got to use my

Wraith. Brand spanking new

paint job and never used it: two

attacks gave me… snake eyes!

75 pts worth of snake eyes in

fact. The Ironbreakers managed

to kill 3 skeletons back making

the combat much more exciting

than expected. The combined
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banners gave the Dwarves a total of 5 along with

the kills. The Undead came in at 7 as they counted

3 ranks, 3 kills and a standard - the flank attack

didn’t give any bonus as it was just one model

(although a big one). This meant that the Undead

carried the fight and that the Dwarves were beaten.

The small buggers rolled to run and got a 7” - not

short enough. In fact if they managed to run, they

would surely rally in the next Dwarf turn. That

would look bad as the cannon could shoot another

chariot, and the rest of my skeletons would start

getting attention from the crossbows. I rolled the

dice and got.. nine! Phew! The Dwarves were

mowed down and we called the game

CONCLUSION

the Dwarf Clansmen just got wiped out right away.

I thought this unit could have stood their ground a

bit better, but they did get attacked by a huge

Skeleton unit with all the main Undead characters

in it. I don’t know what I should have done

differently there, I will have to think about it as I

don’t plan to give up on these guys just yet.

Another turning point was my Lord not being able

to get a single hit in on Erlic as he would just have

needed to make one wound to slay him. Besides

that I could probably have needed one more unit

instead of all those runes. I don’t plan to be that

Dwarf player having only shooty units camping in

my deployment zone, that is just too boring. Oh

well. On the other side some things did really go

well too and up until the end I really felt this could

have gone both ways. My Battle Standard with the

Rune of Valaya did not really do much, but just

having it along brought the fear shining out of

Erlics dead eyes and I probably can’t count on so

much Drain Magic every time. Getting some runes

for my Dwarf Lord also seemed really awesome,

but as I tried going all in with that I will probably

try something a bit less expensive next time, so I

can deploy some more Dwarfs. The Cannon was

awesome, that is all I can say about that.

JONAS: Noooooooo! I

was sure hope was not

dead, but instead there

was only hope for the

Undead. I really felt this

would have gone my way

and I also think it should

have. So what went

wrong this time? Well I

was quite surprised when

So Erlic got the better of me this time again, but

the fight was much more equal and there is no plan

to just let him walk on and do whatever he likes.

There is only one Observatorium in the area, I will

go there and meet up with the gathering Dwarf

clans and set up a big surprise for next time. I have

a plan how to drain the last life out of the

bloodsucker and lay him to rest once and for all…..

DR. THE VIKING:

Huzzah! Righteousness!

Praise by the Dark Gods.

I must say that I am

surprised that I got off

this easy. After my

blunder during

deployment I was sure

that I had lost the game.

In the end I cost myself

my cavalry without any

assistance from the Dwarf cannon. I guess Erlic

has a lot to learn with regards to tactical proves. It

was really difficult to operate in the low magic

atmosphere… especially the mummies suffered

under the lack of movement this gave. There’s just

no real way to get them out the deployment zone

with a 3’’ move and no marching. For their points

worth I think they deserve the ANTI-most valuable

unit for the game. With the Ghouls in close pursuit.

Unlike last time my catapult didn’t turn the tide of

the battle… it did manage to flatten the cannon and

crew though. But in the end the chariot charge won

me the day – my skeletons have more less never

killed anything and usually they need some

assistance to make a fight come. I can’t wait for the

next battle! I gotta think of something goooood to

handle that pesky armour.

The tomb guardians of Oltrakühl in admirably

slow pursuit of the Dwarves… slow even for

Dwarven standards!
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profit, made by fans. All graphics are used without permission, but we
are extremely confident that no one minds. 

The picture of the zombie (Oltrakühl) is from Karr-Keel miniatures. 
Check out their page here: 
https://www.upstreamgameshouse.com/zombies-of-karr-keel

Dr. The Viking can be found here:
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